PRESS RELEASE

InfrasoftTech features in prestigious IBSI SLT 2019
▪
▪
▪

Tops IBSI Domestic Sales League Table 2019 in India
Ranked #2 globally in Lending Systems and Compliance & Risk Management Systems
categories
Ranked #1 in India in Digital Banking & Channels and Compliance & Risk Management
Systems

Mumbai, India – August 27, 2019 – InfrasoftTech, a global specialist in Fintech solutions, today announced
that it has been recognized as the market leader – India in IBS Intelligence’s Annual Sales League Table
(SLT) for the second consecutive year.
The recognition in the Digital Banking & Channels, Compliance and Risk Management Systems and Lending
Systems categories was achieved owing to the superior performance of its three state-of-the-art products
- Kiya.ai (AI-based Omnichannel & Open Banking Platform), Univius (Universal RegTech Solutions) and
Finairo (Core Banking Solutions) thereby enabling the company to win several global mandates.
In the Domestic SLT-India 2019, InfrasoftTech ranked #1 in the Digital Banking & Channels for Kiya.ai and
Compliance & Risk Management Systems for Univius besides occupying the second spot in the Global SLT
in Lending Systems for Finairo and Compliance & Risk Management Systems for Univius in IBS SLT 2019.
IBSI SLT 2019, the global barometer for performance of the different verticals of the banking industry such
as Universal Banking, Digital Banking Channels, Compliance & Risk Management, and Retail banking
among others analysed over 1109 system purchases made across 112 countries.
InfrasoftTech’s Managing Director & CEO, Rajesh Mirjankar, said, “In this digital era, it is of utmost
importance for all financial institutions to be integrated with robust and scalable products and systems.
This win is indeed a proud moment for all of us at InfrasoftTech as we top the esteemed IBSI SLT 2019 in
India for the second time in a row. It further reaffirms our commitment in delivering unparalleled solutions
to all our clients driven by our advanced products, thereby driving higher efficiency and smarter business
decisions.”
V. Ramkumar, Senior Partner at IBS Intelligence said, “the IBSI Sales League Table is determined based
on a rigorous process of review and is globally recognized to be the undisputed barometer of market
leadership. The stellar performance of InfrasoftTech across the categories of Digital Banking,
Compliance and Risk Management Systems as well as in Lending demonstrates its commitment to
innovation, and global acceptance of its offerings across its solution portfolio”
Recognition from IBSI SLT 2019 stands testimony to the InfrasoftTech’s state-of-the-art technological
innovations that has put its clients far ahead of the curve. With an advanced suite of software products
powered by new-age technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Robotic

Process Automation (RPA), the company has enabled financial institutions globally to onboard the digital
journey and create frictionless user experiences.
In the last two editions of IBSI SLT, InfrasoftTech won multiple recognitions both in India and abroad for
excellence in Compliance & Risk Management and Digital segments.

ABOUT IBS INTELLIGENCE
Established in 1991, IBS Intelligence (www.ibsintelligence.com) is the definitive source of independent analysis and
research for global FinTech markets. This research is driven by their independence, knowledge and expertise
aggregated over 27 years. IBS Intelligence has been selected by Thomson Reuters, S&P Capital IQ and Bloomberg,
the world’s leading research platforms – an endorsement of quality and depth of research.

ABOUT INFRASOFTTECH
InfrasoftTech is a leading FinTech digital solutions provider for the banking and financial sector. With our global
presence and partner network, we are now serving 500+ global enterprises across 50+ countries and have operations
spread across the UK, South East Asia, Africa, the Middle East and North America regions. We enable financial
enterprises with new-age solutions to create seamless experiences across business functions and reduce customer
friction.
Our state-of-the-art products:
AI-based Omnichannel and Open Banking platform Kiya.ai leverages AI technology to deliver banking and nonbanking functions seamlessly over Web, Mobile Devices, and Conversational UI channels. Univius is an artiﬁcial
intelligence-enabled comprehensive RegTech solutions developed on a single core risk platform comprising of AntiMoney Laundering, Anti-Fraud Solution, FATCA and CRS, KYC, Risk Compliance & Monitoring and Regulatory
Reporting. Finairo Core Banking solution drives banking business at over 10000 branches across the globe.
We support banks and other financial entities to scale functionality, enhance digital banking experience, improve
compliance & fraud management and increase productivity.
To know more about our products and solutions visit infrasofttech.com
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